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MU-797
001-018203 Seat No.--

M. A. (Sem. II) (CBCS) Examination
April/May-20lz

English:CCT-VI
(English Grammar)

Faculty Code : 001
Subiect Code : 018209

Time : Hoursl [Total Marks : Z0

Instructions : (1) Attempt all questions.
(2) The Marks are stated on the right side.

1 write an essay in about 1000 words on any one of the 14
following :

(a) Basic Noun Phrase and its components.
O) The Complex Sentence.
(c) Kinds of verbs and their complementation.

2 (a) write in about b00 words on EUoy one of the following : l0
O Explain the Pronouns in English
(1i) Elucidate the syntactie characteristics of any

two clause/sentence elements.
(b) write in about 500 words on any one of the following : l0

(, Discuss the Post modifications in the
Complex Noun Phrase.

(ii) Comment on the Dependent Clauses and their
syntactic functions.

3 (a) Write definitional answers on ,uoy two of the l0
following:
(, Variable Nouns
(ii) Adjective Phrase
(lii) Prepositional Complement
(iv) Concord

(b) write definitional answers on any two of the following : l0(, Disjuncts
(ii) Verbless Clause
(iii) Ellipsis
(iv) Restrictive Modification
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4 Write answers in one or two sentences only :

(r) What is an 'Operator' ?

(ii) Mention the names of any two parts of speech,

which are not closed system items.

(iii) When can an adjective be described. as 'attributive' ?

(iv) Write a sentence using a 'Result Conjunct' in it.
(v) Give a Noun Phrase having post-modification by a

finite clause in it.
(vi) 'Comment Clauses are somewhat like the

superordinate clauses'. Is this statement right or
wrong ?

5 Attempt any ten of the following MCQs :

(1) "The flight had already departed then." The verb
'departed in the sentence is............

(a) a monotransitive verb

O) a ditransitive verb

(c) a complex transitive verb

(d) an intransitive verb

(2) No irregular verb has....... forms

(a) TWo

(b) Three
(c) Four
(d) Five

(3) "I wish I were a teachet''. the verb 'were' in the
sentence is in...........
(a) Mandative subjunctive mood

(b) Formulaic subjunctive mood

(c) Hypothetical subjunctive mood

(d) None of the above mood

(4) Predeterminers cannot occur before......in a noun
phrase.

(a) articles

O) demonstratives

(c) possessives

(d) quantitative determiners

10
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(5) The noun 'writer' is an example of ......... gender,

(a) personal masculine
(b) personal feminine
(c) personal dual
(d) personal common

(6) "The central point of the matter is that....." The word
central in the sentence is ...... adjective.

(10)

(a) an intensifuing
(b) a limiter
(c) a denominal
(O a general

"It is difficult for the children." Identifu the syntactic
function of the prepositional phrase.

(a) adjunct
(b) disjunct
(c) post-modifier in a noun phrase

(d) complementation of an adjective

"IIe made her career a success" Identify the elause type
of the sentence.

(a) SVOO

(b) svoA
(c) SVOC

(d) None of the above

He responded quickly to the query. Identifu the position
of the adverbial.
(a) Initial
(b) Ml
(c) M2
(d) Final
.A president of India, Dr. Abdul Kalam, was a top
scientist." The non-restrictive apposition in this sentence

(7>

(8)

(e)

is an example of.....

(a) Appellation
(b) Desiguaf,on
(c) Identification
(d) Reformulation
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(11) T think, he is right." I&ntifr the depeudent'dause in
::ri'l: .r 

- ,.:,t ri i

(,b)" " eoaparative dause
(c) Comment clause

(O N@inal dause($|:'::r 35gmmlal elausg ;";:,; !rir;i..;:: 'i

6bir@$ {*i** refers to l"aaTthistory

the soutenf,ee.'

(a)"'" :Advtiitiat clause

idt $entence.
(a) Intransitive phrasal verb
&) : Bti eve'phrasal verhr'
(c) Prepositional verb
(d) Prepositional phrasal verb
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